This paper presents polynomial-time algorithms for the construction of deterministic and internally non-blocking concentrators from multi-stage cascades of 2x2 sorters.
I. Introduction
Concentration is a common used technique in resolving contention in switching (See, for examples, [2, 4, 5, 9, and 10] ). One way to construct an m-to-n concentrator in packet switching is by sorting the m inputs to the extent that the largest n among them can be separated from the remaining m-n. Such a sorter can be constructed as a multi-stage network of parallel sorting cells, where outputs of cells at one stage are inputs to cells at a later stage. The building block of the network is the sorting cell, which is typically a 2x2 sorter as depicted by Thus concentration by a network of 2x2 sorters is especially suitable for self-route ATM switching. In a multi-stage packet switching fabric, concentration performed at a certain stage reduces the number of packets that advance to later stages and thereby reduces the blocking probability in later stages. When properly designed, such reduction in the blocking probability can more than offset the blocking rate incurred 3 inside the concentrator.
Unlike like software algorithms for sorting, such as "quicksort" [6] and hashing [3] , concentration algorithms are hardware algorithms that do not have a centralized flow control and require no external storage. A great deal of literature has been devoted to sorting networks and architectures of concentrators, but relatively little is known about the complexity until recently. The time complexity is the packet delay through the process of concentration, which can be measured by the number of stages, also called the depth. The space complexity of a concentration network can be measured either by the depth or by the number of sorting cells, which is also called the cost. In [11] , a concentrator of O(N) cost has been constructed, where the coefficient of the linear order is formidably large.
This paper is aiming at the construction of efficient concentrators with parameters in the practical range rather than the asymptotic order of the complexity. The constructions in this paper will typically incur low cost with respect to the depth. For this reason, this paper shall concentrate on low-depth constructions. Besides, there are the following reasons to emphasize the depth. Since there can be at most m/2 sorting cells at each stage, the two measures, depth and cost, are proportional to each other to a certain extent. This proportion is not exact since some of the outputs from a stage may skip the next stage. However, in many applications, inputs to sorting cells at each stage need to be synchronized in order to facilitate the detailed design. Thus, when a stage is skipped, a delay element needs to be introduced in order to maintain the synchronization. When the extra cost of delay elements is added on top of sorting cells, the proportion between cost and depth is enhanced. Moreover, even when synchronization is not required, often the VLSI layout aligns sorting cells stage by stage. When the empty space introduced by such alignment is taken into consideration, the total space in the layout would be very much parallel to the depth. Section II below reviews the fast knockout technique introduced in [8] , wherein the concentration algorithm is aimed at those cases with the number of inputs being a power of 2. In principle this algorithm is always applicable by always rounding up the number of necessary inputs to the next power of 2. However, such rounding up introduces inefficiency. In order to generate best known constructions, Section III presents a conceptual generalization of the fast knockout algorithm. The generalized algorithm involves a sub-algorithm for "pairing", which is discussed in Section IV. The fast knockout algorithm not only performs concentration but also linearly sort the winners. Section V adapts the generalized fast knockout algorithm into an algorithm just for concentration in order to strive for further efficiency. The performance of the algorithms proposed in this paper is evaluated in Section VI and compared with existing algorithms in the literature. Finally a brief epilogue concludes the results and II Fast Knockout A knockout tournament, as in human athletic competitions, is a binary tree of one-to-one matches for selecting the champion. Knockout tournaments are sometimes cascaded for selecting a number of top n winners. Thus there are n tournament; the winner of the k th tournament gets the overall k th place and all losers of the k th knockout tournament enter the (k+1) st tournament, where k<n. The n tournaments may be scheduled as partially overlapping in time. We shall refer to this type of comparison processes as Conventional Knockout (CKO) tournaments. Knockout tournaments have first been adopted in [10] for the construction of concentrators from 2x2 sorters in packet switching.
As two packets enter a 2x2 sorter, the numerical contents of their headers are compared against each other. When two numbers, instead of two human athletes, are being compared, they obey laws in Boolean algebra. For example, consider the network in Fig. 2 .0. 
Definition 2.3
The disjoint union of z sets in the state (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , … x n-1 ) is said to be a set with the state vector z x (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , … x n-1 ).
In the FKO algorithm for 2 k -to-n concentration/sorting described below, the The FKO algorithm for 2 k -to-n concentration/sorting [8] Start with the state vector 2 k x (1, 0, 0, …,0). Apply an FKO stage for k times 6 followed by CKO stages until the state vector becomes (1, 1, 1, …, 1), where FKO and CKO stages are defined as follows.
• CKO stage Consider a set in the state (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , … x n-1 ). For 0 ≤ i < n, form The evolution processes of the state vector in the 8-to-4 concentration by the FKO algorithm and by CKO tournaments, respectively, are contrasted in Table 1 .
State vector
Stage FKO algorithm CKO tournaments concentrator/sorter. Meanwhile, Fig. 2.2 is a symbolic representation of the same network using similar symbols as in [6] .
Tournament for deciding the largest
Tournament for deciding the second largest 
III. Generalized Fast Knockout Algorithm
While taking the advantage of the transitive law, the FKO algorithm for 2 k -to-n concentration/sorting keeps the state vector in a simple form. Initially the state vector is in the form of 2 j x (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , …, x n-1 ), j>0, and an FKO stage applies. After k such stages, the state vector becomes simply in the form of (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , …, x n-1 ) and CKO stages take over. These are the only two types of the state vector throughout.
To generalize the FKO algorithm to m-to-n concentration/sorting, where m is not necessarily a power of 2, the goal again is to try to take the full advantage of the transitive law. However, the generalized algorithmic action must at all time maintain
proper control on the complexity in the form of the state vector so that a polynomialtime software algorithm can generate the design of the hardware network. Type III 2k x (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , … x n-1 )
+ (x`0, x`1, x`2, … x`n -1 )
Apply FKO to the part represented by the first term and CKO to the remainder separately.
Type IV (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , … x n-1 )
Merge the two disjoint sets represented by the two terms with a "pairing" sub-algorithm.
Type V 2k x (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , … x n-1 )
+ (x`0, x`1, x`2, … x`n -1 ) + (x" 0 , x" 1 , x" 2 , … x" n-1 )
Apply FKO to the part represented by the first term; merge the parts represented by the second and third terms with a "pairing" subalgorithm. Table 3 . The evolution of the state vector through the initial three stages of 12-to-5 FKO algorithm.
In the above 12-to-5 example, as depicted by Fig. 3.1 , after the initial three stages the set of competing numbers that remain are divided into two disjoint subsets whose state vectors are (1,3,0,3,0) and (1,1,1,1,0) , respectively. A "pairing" sub-algorithm is needed at stage 4 for merging the two disjoint subsets together in a way that takes the full advantage of the disjointness between the two subsets. The illustrative example will be continued in the next section, which deals with pairing sub-algorithms. Step 2. Apply CKO to the residual elements.
Since the two elements labeled by the upper and lower cases of the same alphabetical letter belong to two independent subsets respectively, the comparison takes advantage of the transitive law in the FKO style. We append to Table 4 . Evolution of the state vector in the 20-to-6 concentration using two pairing sub-algorithms.
V. Algorithm for Concentration Without Necessarily Sorting the Winners
A sequence is said to be circular unimodal (or circular bitonic [1] ) if, when the end is wrapped around to the beginning, it contains only one local maximum and one local minimum. A sequence of length jk is said to be k-sorted if it is the concatenation of j circular unimodal subsequences of length k such that every number in a subsequence is greater than every number in the next subsequence. In particular a 1-sorted sequence means a linearly sorted sequence. The technique of k-sorting is to ksort a sequence with a smaller and smaller k until k=1. Clearly k-sorting can be applied to m-to-n concentration when n is any multiple of k. The technique of k-sorting has actually originated from topology, although only an algebraic version has appeared in the conference paper [7] .
In [8] , the multi-parametered "General Sortout Algorithm" for concentration was introduced, which combines FKO with the k-sorting together. One exemplifying representative of the General Sortout Algorithm was highlighted for its outstanding efficiency in many cases. This exemplifying algorithm may be described as follows.
Algorithm of m-to-n concentration for n ≤ ≤ m/2
Step 1. Apply any algorithm of concentration/sorting to perform   m 2 -to-n and   m 2 -to-n concentration/sorting on two separate sets. The results are two disjoint sorted lists of length n.
Step 2. For i = 0 to n-1, compare the i-element of the first list with the (n-1-i)-element of the second. and n from 4 to min{16, m/2} has nonsurprisingly turned out far better than CKO. It is also better than using the 2 k -to-n FKO algorithm, where k =  log 2 m.
Between the two pairing sub-algorithms themselves, Match-first is superior in numerous cases, while Left-first is better in just six cases: 20-to-4, 20-to-5, 20-to-6, 21-to-4, 21-to-5, and 21-to-6 with the depth differential being just one stage in all six cases. Moreover, it is known that neither pairing sub-algorithm is optimal for the cases of 20-to-7, 20-to-8, 20-to-9, 20-to-10, 21-to-7, 21-to-8, 21-to-9, and 21-to-10.
When the FKO algorithm for concentration/sorting is adapted into an algorithm just for concentration as in Section V, the result has naturally turned out superior to using the FKO algorithm itself. The performance of this adapted algorithm is tabulated for m≤512 in Table 5 , where the sub-algorithm for pairing has been chosen to be the optimum between Left-first and Match-first. When n is large or when the concentration ratio is small, all algorithms from the knockout approach incur O(n) depth and are not efficient when compared with k-sorting [7] or with "sortout" [8] . Therefore the parameter n in Table 5 has been limited by n < log 2 m. All values in Table 5 Table 5 . Performance of adapting the FKO algorithm for concentration/sorting into an algorithm just for concentration, 2 n <m≤512.
VII. Epilogue
The "fast knockout" concept was introduced in [8] for the construction of concentrators from 2x2 sorters, and the algorithms therein have been particularly efficient when the number of inputs is a power of 2. We generalize the fast knockout algorithms to the case where the number of inputs is not necessarily a power of 2 in order to strive for efficiency in the general case. The efficiency is measured mainly by the depth in the construction of concentration network.
The most intriguing part is the sub-algorithm of "pairing", which roughly means mixing both fast knockout and conventional knockout in a single stage of 2x2 sorters.
There has not been an optimal pairing sub-algorithm in general. It would be interesting to see further research in polynomial-time algorithms for pairing that lead to nearly optimal construction of concentrators of sizes in the practical range.
Another possible direction of further research is to improve the FKO algorithm itself for concentration/sorting. Conceivably, there could be a way to do m-to-n FKO with a large variety of types of the state vector instead of just the five types being used
now. Yet another possible direction of further research is to look for better ways for adapting concentrator/sorter into concentrators without sorting in order for the efficiency.
All concentrators considered in this paper perform deterministic comparisons.
However, concentration itself is statistical in nature: Loss is incurred concentration when too many inputs are active, and the parameters are engineered so that the loss is contained within a tolerable level. It would also be interesting to see applications of fast knockout to statistical concentration.
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